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Part 1 of a SHORT STORY SERIES that gives you a glimpse into the life....Hoodrat- A female that
exhibits trifling behavior and partakes in scandalous activity.Sierra is a trifling hoe that cares only for
herself despite the fact that she has three children who depend on her. Sucking, fucking, scheming,
and living off of her children consume her life as she attempts to skate through life for free. When a
scheme goes wrong and things come to a screeching halt, Sierra soon learns that every bridge
sheâ€™s crossed has burned and no one is coming to her rescue. Walk with us, talk with us, and
see things, through the eyes of a Hoodrat.
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I actually liked this story, it kept me wanting more. I actually would've liked it more if the other
characters spoke. There is no backstory no character development. Sierra was a special type of
grimy..... I actually cheered with thoughts of her being dead... She wasn't a very nice person and
she treated people like her very own personal ATM. The story could have been awesome if the
writer took more time to develop the characters. It left me feeling cheated--why is sierra so messy? I

don't think the story was long enough, it felt somewhat rushed.

I thought this was a decent read for a short story. It had your typical hood rat plot about a female
who was willing to screw over any and everybody for a come up or quick buck. But what goes
around comes around and this chick got a cold dose of reality at the end.The story itself had a
steady pace with a few twists and turns, some were predictable and some were not. I really wish the
story was longer because it had alot to offer. It also would have been better if the other characters
spoke from their point of view more. Overall I rate this a 3.5

Okay now! Must say I really enjoy this free read. Click it and read it in one sitting. Sierra and Tato
just scandalous individuals. The lies, deceit, and betrayal in this read was something else. Nicely
Done. Now I'm about to jump into the Second part. Because THAT ending with THAT knock and
Force in Entry got me wanting to Know.

Watch out!! Sierra doesn't care about anyone or anything except stacking her money!! Met some
surprises on the way and was thoroughly entertained!! Part 2 has been pre-ordered with an
anticipation date of July 30th!! Can't wait!!

This chick lives for the money she has 3 kids 2 baby daddies. She gets money for the kids from sis
and their fathers but that is not enough for her so she sets up drug dealers, well she picked the
wrong one and when things went bad she lost 2 of her kids in a fire and lost custody of the other
one all thanks to her greed

Loved it, first time reading this author. Story stayed interesting from beginning to end , a definite
must read. I'd definitely read books by this author again

when I started this book I didn't expect what I got . You have a new fan Ms ShonTaiye great job.

Hoodrat Sierra and her equally scandalous cousin, Tato were a Mess! The book was really
good-equal parts good writing and skills, I can't wait for the next book from this author. Great job!
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